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LITERACY 

Reading and Writing. The  Line between Reading and Writing is Blurry! 
As we are learning to be Super Smart in how to read non-fiction, books and use 
all the text features,  we are also learning how to write non-fiction books. Text 
features like captions, diagrams, labels, table of contents,  and glossaries are 
crucial to understanding non-fiction. We have a mantra: “Everything an author 
puts in a book is important.” Each child chose an area of expertise that they 
were interested in writing about in order to teach others. In early March we 
will celebrate the end of our reading unit, Learning about the World as well as 
celebrate our writing unit, All About. 

COMPREHENSION-

The students have been learning to infer. In order to infer, students activate their schema 
(what they know about a topic or situation) and use text and picture clues to figure out or 
guess about what is happening or going to happen in a story. We kicked off with David 
Goes to School then practiced the skill with The Art Lesson. We will keep practicing as a 
class with some of our favorite Mo Willems books. Remember, if your child is not making 
meaning, thinking about what he/she is reading, questioning, and/or inferring, then he/
she is not really reading. Good readers make meaning by thinking about and connecting 
to the text. And just because there are not words on a page doesn’t mean the author has 
nothing to say-we need to infer! As your reader gets older and shifts to chapter books or 
other book with little pictures, making mind pictures to visualize and inferring are two cru-
cial skills in comprehension. 

Social Studies-To celebrate Black History Month, each class at Woodruff chose a great 
black American to study. Room 104 studied Barack Obama and created a large format timeline of 
his life. (See page 3) During the month we read many books about black Americans who were 
part of history. We took a “Boardwalk” to read appreciate and learn about all other great black 
Americans that other classes studied and displayed on the bulletin board of Woodruff School. 
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Math: Chapter 4 was all about subtraction strategies and just as with addition strategies, not every 
strategy will work for every brain. We learned how to decompose and compose numbers using 
number bonds and fact family triangles. Chapter 5 will continue the focus on the relationship be-
tween addition and subtraction, including how to check your subtraction with addition and how to 
check your addition with subtraction. 
Science: Room 104 learned that communication is sending and receiving messages. In order to 
communicate, people need to make sure their message is received and they are receiving others’ 
messages as well. Children learned about cave pictures, emojis and ASL as a form of non verbal 
communication. We have also been learning how scientists classifying animals into categories of 
vertebrates and invertebrates and then vertebrates are subdivided  into 5 major groups. Ask your 
child about FARMB.


Special Events in February.

Valentines Day-Was a great success thanks to our class moms, Mrs. Li and Mrs. Mack 
who prepared a craft and a game. Children enjoyed mailing their Valentines to their friends 
and opening the boxes. 

Day 100 was also an event filled day highlighted by a magic trick and many Day 100 games 
and activities. Each class at Woodruff had a Day 100 group project displayed in the hall-
ways. Room 104 was part of a first grade number line. 

Miscellaneous:Ω 

If your student is still not a shoe tying expert, please provide opportunities for practice. 

We always need items that some might just throw out for Makerspace, such as boxes, ribbon, 
fabric scraps, straws, and paper towel rolls. 

Donations for mice for Swirly are always welcome. Swirly will be coming back to school in 
early March for the duration of the school year. 

I know that there are many points of view for the lifting of the mask mandate next week. 
Please make sure your child understands your family’s expectations. I will continue to wear a 
mask as a personal choice. I want to be clear that I will not tolerate division or conflict in our 
class based on individual mask wearing choices. My expectation is that each person respects 
the choice of each other individual in our class and school community in the area of mask wear-
ing. It would be helpful if you would have a conversation with your child with regard to this is-
sue. Room 104 is a community and we focus on respecting and appreciating our differences-No 
matter what they are. Thank you in advance. 

Thank you all again for the generous Amazon donations to our classroom for indoor recess!  
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Bulletin Boards outside of Room 104. The Barack Obama Timeline and the 

Colors of Us are two examples of work from the social studies curriculum.
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